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Synopsis
Let Cf, Pf, Qf and Rf be respectively the convex, polyconvex, quasi-convex and rank-one-convex
envelopes of a given function / . If fp: UNXM >-*R and fq{£) behaves as |f|« at infinity q e (1, oo), we
show that lim Cf = Cf lim Qf = QL, lim Rf = RL. This is the case for (Pf„) provided that
p—q p—q p—q
q 5^  1,. . . , min (N, M), otherwise lim inf Pf ¥= Pfq. In the last part of this work, we show that
p—t
/(?) = g(l£l) does not imply in general Pf = Qf.
1. Introduction
Let fp\ UNXM<-^U be a Borel measurable function which behaves at infinity as
\i-\f', p = 1. Let Cfp, Pfp, Qfp and Rfp be, respectively, the convex, polyconvex,
quasiconvex and rank-one-convex envelopes of fp. (For a precise definition, see
the end of the introduction.) We want to study the continuity with respect to p of
these envelopes. As is well known, they are discontinuous at p = 1. We show that
Cfp> Qfp a nd Rfp are, however, continuous at p > 1. (The result for Cfp is
elementary.) In the case of Pfp, we prove that it is discontinuous provided that
p = 2,..., min (N, M), and otherwise continuous. We next give two examples,
the first one being elementary.
EXAMPLE 1.1. For 0<p < 1, let
We find that
lim inf Cfp(i;) = lim inf Pfp(£) = lim inf Qfp(t) = lim inf Rfp($) = 0
P\ p\ \ \
EXAMPLE 1.2. Recall first that a polyconvex function with a subquadratic
growth is necessarily convex. (See Remark 3.5.) For l^p <2, f e R2x2, let
+ l£lp if lfl*0,
if |f | = 0.
In view of the above remark, we find Pfp = Cfp for every 1 Si p < 2. Kohn and
Strang in [9] proved that Rf2 = Qf2 = Pf2 and C/2(f) ¥= P/2(f) if and only if
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0< |f |2 + 2 |def(£)| < 1 and det(£)¥=Q. Computing Cfp, and using the result of
Kohn and Strang:
We now describe the contents of this paper. In Section 2 we show an
elementary result: for every q e (1, °°), lim Cfp = Cfq. In Section 3 we show that:
p^q
(i) for every q e.(\,<*>), q¥>2,..., min (TV, M) lim Pfp = Pfq;
p^>q
(ii) in some examples the result is false provided that q e {2 , . . . , min (TV, M)}.
In Section 4 we prove that for every q e. (1, °°), lim Qfp = Qfq. To achieve this,
we first approximate Qfp({) by \I\Q\ fQfp(£ + Vcf>p), where <jf e Wl0"(Q)M. (See
[4].) The proof is based on Gehring's lemma on reverse Holder inequality in [6]
and a result of Giaquinta and Modica in [7]. We deduce, as a byproduct, that
there exist quasiconvex functions / : UNXM >-> R for every TV, M > 1 integers, that
are not polyconvex. (See [14,1].) We also obtain a general method of
constructing such functions. We conclude this section by studying some examples
such as:
and we prove that Pfp ¥= Qfp for p near 2.
In Section 5, we show that for every q e (1, °°), lim Rfp = Rfq. To achieve this,
we make an additional hypothesis on the family of functions (fp)p and assume that
there exists a constant K>0 such that Rfp(O = fP(€) f°r every \g\^K. In some
examples this is satisfied. In Section 6, we turn our attention to the following
question: if / is a function such that /(£) = g(|f |), does this always imply that
Pf = 2 /? Note that in the example of Kohn and Strang (Example 1.2 above)
Pf2 = Qfz- We show that, in general, if p<2 then Pfp<Qfp- Here, we use an
interesting method (similar to one of Boccardo and Gallouet in an article in
preparation) to obtain strong convergence of a certain weakly convergent
sequence.
We conclude this introduction by giving some definitions used above.
DEFINITIONS 1.3 (see [4]). Let/ : RNXM,-^|R be a Borel measurable function
(a) / is said to be convex if /(Af + (1 - A)TJ) =S A/(£) + (1 - A)/(TJ) for every
£ TJ e RNXM and every A e (0,1).
(b) / i s said to be polyconvex if there exists a function h: [RT(A/''M)>-»U, convex
such that /(£) = h(T(£)) for every f e RNxM, where T(/V, M) = Ei^Smin(/v,M)
M\/7V\
II I, T(f) = (adj^,..., adjmin(NM)t;) and ad^f stands for the matrix of all
i3 / \ A /
sXs minors of £. If TV = M = 2 then 7(£) = (£ der(f)).
(c) / i s said to be quasiconvex if — | n / ( £ + V<£)g/(f) for every ^eRNXM,
every flcf (or equivalently for some Q<= UN) and every </> e W
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(d) / is said to be rank-one-convex if /(Af + (1 - A)TJ) ^  A/(f) + (1 - A)/(TJ)
for every £ TJ e IR/VXM with rartA;(f - T/) ^  1 and every A e (0,1).
It is a well-established fact, following the work of Morrey [11,12] and later of
Ball [2] that, in general, one has:
/ convex ^  f polyconvex ^  f quasiconvex >^ / rank-one-convex.
The different envelopes are denned as:
Cf = sup {g,g^fg convex},
Pf= sup {g,g^fg polyconvex},
Qf= sup {g,g^f,g quasiconvex},
Rf= sup {g, g ^ / , g rank-one-convex}.
2. Continuity of Cfp with respect to p
We start with the main result of this section.
THEOREM 2.1. Let [a, /8]<= (1, oo), F, G, y0>0, C g l J V . M S l t e two integers.
Let w:[0, <»)•-> [0, °°) with lim w(t) = w(0) = 0, sup{w(0, t e [0, )3]}g G and
semicontinuous, p e [a, j8], 5«c/i fnaf:
|fr) /or ever); p e [a, j3] and every ^ r x M , (2.1)
-w(p-q)(l + \tr^ for every ye(0, yo), (2.2)
every £ e IRA'X'W, and every p, q £ [a, /3] wjf/i p> q.
Then
lim Cfc(f) = Cfg(i), for every £eMNXM and every q e(a, /3). (2.3)
Before we prove this theorem, let us begin with some remarks.
Remarks 2.2. (a) In general, we have lim Cfp<Cfx. Indeed, if fp{£) =
If |", f e UNXM, then 0 - lim Cfp < Cf, =fi.
(b) Theorem 2.1 is still true if we replace the condition (2.1) by
a + b \£\" Sfp(i;) S C (1 + \£\p) where a e IR b > 0 are two constants.
(c) To prove (2.3), we will show that |C£(f) - C/,(f)| and 1/^ )^ - / , ( f ) | have
the same modulus of continuity.
EXAMPLES 2.3. The following examples satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem:
(1)
for | f |#0 ,
for |f| = 0,
(2)
a |<fef(f)|pW, f E i M , a>0.
W) = {1
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We get that (fp)p verifies (2.1) and (2.2). Hence Theorem 2.1 leads to
lim Cfp = Cfq, for every q > 1.
To prove Theorem 2.1, we begin with an elementary lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. Let N, Af i= 1 be two integers, a, )3e (1, °°), C > 0 a constant and
f: RNxM i-* [R lower semicontinuous such that'.
|£|p ^fp(^)^ C(l + \g\p) for some p e [ a , /?] and every geUNXM.
77zen, fftere e.mte a: constant D > 0 depending only on a, /3 and C suc/z r/za?, /or
every f, f *, TJ e IRA'><M,
(2.4)
Proo/ Using (2.1), we get that, for every £* eUNXM,
l | | p , where /i = ^ - . (2.5)
Adding (2.1) and (2.4), we deduce that there exists a constant E > 0 such that
|f|g£(l + |£|). (2.6)
Then (2.1) implies that there exists an s e [0,1] such that
Cf(r]) = (17, f*) —/*(£*) = 5 |T;|P + (1 — s)(l + |TJ|/7). (2-7)
Hence
or
Adding (2.5) and (2.6) to these previous inequalities, we conclude the proof.
We now prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let £ e IR'VXM; (2.1) implies that there exists
such that
NM + \ NM + l NM + X
i = l 1=1 ( = 1
Let ^* e UNXM such that C^(f) = <£ f *'") - /* (^* ' p ) . It is obvious that
and
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By Lemma 2.4, we find that there exists a constant D > 0 depending only on
a, 13, C such that
|f?| ^ D(l + |f |)i = 1 , . . . , AW + 1 for every p e [a, j8].
Then we conclude that there exists a constant H>0 depending only on a, /8, C
such that
|C&(£) - Cfg(g)\^-w(p - 9)(1 + | e r + r ) for every y e(0, y0).
Hence Theorem 2.1 is proved. •
3. Continuity and discontinuity of Pfp with respect to p
We start with the main result of this section.
THEOREM 3.1. Let [a, j8]<= (1, °°), F, G, yo>0, C&1 and N,M>\ be two
integers. Let w: [0, oo) ^ [0, oo) wirA lim w(t) = tv(0) = 0, sup {w(t), t e [0, 0]} ^ G
f-»0
and fp: UNxM >->• U lower semicontinuous, p e [a, /3], JMC/I ?/ia?:
f|") for every p e [a, 0] and every f e R ^ " ; (3.1)
( . for every ye(O, y0), (3.2)
every f e UNXM, and every p, q e [a, fi] with p> q. Then
in general lim Pfp < Pfq, for q = 2,..., min (N, M); (3.3)
lim P/p(f) = P/,(f), /or every
feRN X M and every q e(a, j3)<7 ^ 2 , . . . , min (N, M). (3.4)
Before proving Theorem 3.1, let us begin with some remarks.
Remarks 3.2. (a) In general, we also have lim / ) /p</ ) /1 . Indeed, if
fp{£) = |f I", f e KNXM, then 0 - lim />/„ < P/, =/,.
(b) Theorem 3.1 is still true if we change the condition (3.1) to
a + b \t\p g/p(f) ^ C(l + |f \p), where a e R, b > 0 are two constants.
NOTATION. For feR"™, ^ef^J, arfy,(f) stands for the matrix of all ^ X g
minors of f. (3.5)
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EXAMPLES 3.3.(1) Let fp(€) = \€\"+ a\adjq(€)\plq, ^ R w x " , a >0 and
ge{2, 3, 4 , . . .} . We get that (fp)p verifies (3.1) and (3.2). Hence Theorem 3.1
leads to lim Pfp = Pfq, if q # 2 , . . . , min (N, M). We show (see Step 4 of the proof
of Theorem 3.1) that lim Pfp < Pfq for suitable values of a.
(2) Let
f m _ f 1 + l£l'' fOf If I *°> > O2X2
10 for |£| = 0,
We get that (fp)p verifies (3.1) and (3.2). Hence Theorem 3.1 leads to
lim Pfp = Pfq, for every q > 1, 17 7^  2.
Knowing that Pfp = Cfp for every 0 < p < 2 and Cf2<Pf2 (see [9]), we can
deduce that lim Pfp < Pf2. We also get that lim Pfp = 0< Pf = f.
To prove Theorem 3.1, let us now begin with the following lemma:
LEMMA 3.4. Let N, Ms l be two integers, p e.[1, min (N, M)], C>0 a constant
and f: RNXM >-* M. lower semicontinuous such that:
\i;\p ^fp({j)^C(l + \t;\p) for every ^eR'VXM.
Then the three following assertions are equivalent:
• f is polyconvex;
r r I r \
• Au . . . , A, 6 [0,1], £ l f . . . , £ . e UNXM 2 A, = 1, 2 A,/?(6) = / ? ^ 2 A,f,-j (3.6)
iA^tfOg^iAA), (3.7)
where
(adj^t),..., adjw{i;)), £ e UNXM,
fe1 /N\/M\
r = l + 2J [•)[•)' and [p] is the integer part of p \
h{R(£)) (3.8)
where for
X e W~\ h(X) = inf { 2 A,/(^,), A,- e [0, 1]£ e IR^^i = 1, . . . , r ]£ A, = 1,
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Proof The proof of Lemma 3.4 is a direct adaptation of the proof of the
representation theorem of the polyconvex envelope. (See [4, p. 201, Theorem
1.1]). •
Remarks 3.4. (a) We can see that h: W~l i—* IR is convex,
(b) An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 is that a polyconvex function
/ : [R^^i-^IR with subquadratic growth is convex.
We now start with the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We divide the proof into four steps. Let £eMNXM, and
Step 1. We prove here that lim sup P/p(f)^/%(£). Let e>0 . There exist
A,,. . . , AT+1 e [0, 1], & , . . . , fT+1 e UNxM, such that
T+l T+l T+l
2 A,- = 1, 2 A,T(£,) = T(g) and X
where
(See [4].) Using (3.2), we get
PfM) > ~e + Pfq{0 -~w(p- q) 2 A,-(1 + mp+y + \Uq+y)
7 /=i
for every p e [a, /3]. Hence
(3.9)
2. We suppose in this step that q > min (N, M) and prove that
lim inf Pfp((;) § Pfq{£)- Recalling that fp is lower semicontinuous and verifies (3.1),
we deduce that for every p > min (N, M) there exist
T + l
A ? , . . . , A?+1 e [0, 1], f ? , . . . , f?+ 1 e RNXM ^ Af — 1,
such that
T + l T+l
and y
Using the fact that there exists a constant D > 0 that depends only on N, M such
that
|7\£f)| ^ D |ffpi»w*o
 f o r e v e r y / = i , . . . , T + i,
adding (3.1) and the fact that p > min (A7, M), we can suppose without restriction
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that the sequence (|£f \)p is bounded with respect to p. By the fact that fq is lower
semicontinuous and (fp)p verifies (3.2), we find that
liminf/)//,(£)sP/,(£) for every p > min (N, M). (3.10)
p^q
Step 3. We suppose here that q < min (N, M), q ¥=2,..., min (N, M) and
prove that lim inf Pfp(tj) § Pfq{%)- Using Lemma 3.4, knowing that [p] = [q] for p
close to <? and replacing T(f) by fl(£) = (adj^),..., adj^)), x by
/• - 1 = 2j=\ ( . )( . )> m m (N> M) by [p] in the previous step, where [p] is the
integer part of p, we obtain by the same arguments as those we used in Step 2
that
l im inf Pfp{£,) S Pfq(£) for e v e r y p < m i n (N, M), q ¥ = 2 , . . . , m in (N, M).
p~*q
(3.11)
Now (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) imply that
]im Pfp($) = Pfqtf) for every q e[a, p], q # 2 , . . . , min (N, M).
p^q
Step 4. We suppose in this step that q e { 1 , . . . , min (N, M)} and prove that
lim inf/%(£) </%(£)•
(i) Let R(O = (adh(O,...,adjq.1(O) and /f(f) = |f|" +a \adjq{Z)\plq a >0.
Using the same arguments as in Step 3, knowing that [p] = q -1 for every
p e.(q - 1, q) and combining with (3.8) of Lemma 3.4, we get that
where
yq(O - inf { 5 A,-/,(£-), A,- e [0, 1]£ E R^^i = 1, . . . , s + 1,
1 = 1 1 = 1
We can see that the infimum is a minimum.
(ii) Applying Lemma 3.4 to fq, we get that for suitable £ and a >0 we obtain
that |f I' +a |ad/,(f)| >
 y,(f). Hence
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. •
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4. Continuity of Qfp with respect to p
We start with the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 4.1. Let [a, /3]<= (1, °°), F, G, y0>0, C^l N, M>1 be integers and
Q={XB UN; \xt\ ^ 3, i = 1, . . . , # } • Let w: [0, <*>),-»[0, oo) M(/I lim w(t) = w(0) = 0,
sup{n>(0, f e[0,/3]}^G a«d £: IR"*"* i-»IR lower semicontinuous,
p e[a, j8], such that:
pe[a,j3] and every ^ r x M , (4.1)
(( p 9 ) ( ^ r y ) /or every ye(0, yo), (4-2)
every £ e [R'vx'w, and every p. i je [a, )3] wif/i p> q- Then
Qfp(O = inf ( -?- f fp(g + V^), </. e W(V(G)M| (4.3)
for every g e IRNxA* and every p e [a, j8], and
lim g/p(f) = G/,(^), for every | e R N x M and every tfe(a, /3). (4.4)
Before proving this theorem, let us begin with some remarks.
Remarks 4.2. (a) The assumption (4.1) says that^(^) behaves at infinity as \%\p
and can be replaced by C1(|^|p - 1) =fp(t;) = C(l + \g\p)-
(b) The assumption (4.2) stands for "continuity" of fp with respect to p. This
continuity is stronger than the usual continuity and weaker than the uniform
continuity.
(c) (4.3) is the result of (4.1) and the characterisation of the quasiconvex
envelope. (See [4].)
(d) The idea of the proof of (4.4) is the following: for p fixed, we use (4.3) and
approximate Qfp{£) by l / |g | / o / p (£ + V«fc.) where </>„ e ^ " ( g ) " . By Gehring's
lemma, we deduce that (<£„)„ is bounded in W\£+e{Q)N for e > 0 independent of
p. This will lead to (4.4).
EXAMPLES 4.3. (a) Let
+ \£\p for |£ |^0,
 2X2C E Rfor |£| = 0,
(2) Let
Using Theorem 4.1 we show that in Examples 4.3 (1) and (2) Qfp > Pfp = Cfp for
p near 2.
NOTATION.
• Let R>0, fleR". We define: QR(a) = {x E R " , |^ .- a,| ^ / ? , i = 1 , . . . , N},
BR(a) = {XB UN, J,1SISN (Xl - ad2 =i R2}, Q = G3(0); (4.5)
• for every x e RN, |*g = SiS,s/v l^lp if 1 ^P < °°
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a n d |*U = m a x {|x,|, i = l,...,N}; (4.6)
• dist(x, y) = \x - y|o= for every x, y <E UN; (4.7)
• §QU = —SQU, uR(a) = §QRW u, || M ||;: = JG |ur for every r i=l , (4.8)
every u eU{Q), every a&Q, and every R >0 "small";
• RN*N is the set of the NxN real matrices. (4.9)
LEMMA 4.4. Let N ^ 2 be an integer, fi e (1, °o) and Q <= UN a bounded open set
with Lipschitz boundary. There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on Q and /3
such that:
f |M|"sc(f iHr)"" (4.10)
for every p e [1, )3], u e Wlp(t2) w/f/i Jn u = 0 and /or /A = max {1, (Np)/(N + p)}.
Remark 4.5. Lemma 4.4 is exactly Poincare's inequality and Sobolev's theorem.
We want to show that Sobolev's constant C corresponding to the embedding of
Wh>t(Q.) to Z/(Q) remains bounded when p e K = [1, /3] <= U. This result is not
surprising and is easily proved.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. We divide the proof into two parts.
Part 1. Suppose that l^p^sN/(N-l)=p. Using Sobolev's embedding
theorem, we find two constants Cx, C2 > 0 depending only on Q such that:
'a
(|VM| + | « | ) ) for every weVKu(Q), (4.11)
I |u|=SC2( I |VM|) for every u e f f u ( a ) verifying | u = 0. (4.12)Jn \Ja 1 Jn
(See [3, p. 168] and [12].) By Holder's inequality,
f / f \p/^
implies \u\p § (1 + |Q|) |wn . (4.13)
From (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) we find a constant C1>0 depending only on Q
such that l i p i p , M E Wlp(Q.), Jnu = 0 imply
1'
Part 2. We now carry out an induction on i0 and suppose that there exist
constants C 1 ; . . . , Cl0 such that
Np
r
 N + ip
imply that
r
— <p, i = 1,. . . , i0, we W'P(Q) and \ u = 0
 Jn
1
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Let
such that
f Np Np f Np
w = 0, - < p § and /i,1 = maxuN + (io + l)p y N + iop m
We find: fi1 = (Np)/(N+ (io + l)p)<p, (i = (Np)/(N + p). By our induction
hypothesis, we get:
f
Let P:W1"p(n)^»W1J'(RJV) be the extension operator. (See [3, pp. 158-162].)
We obtain
I I K I I ^ I I P U H Z ^ R * ) ^ IIVPMll^R^SjSCsdlMlU + IIVMlU), (4.16)
with C3 depending only on Q and ||M||M denoting | |M||^(Q). Using Holder's
inequality in (4.15) and adding (4.16), we can conclude that there exists a constant
C/o+1>0 depending only on 0 , 0 , i0 such that: In\u\p ^Cio+1(Sn\Vury^.
Assuming that C = max {Cu..., C,} with (NJ3)/(N + i/3)<p= N/(N - 1), we
obtain the existence of a constant C>0 depending only on Cl and /3 such that:
p e [1, 0], u e W^(Q) and / Q u = 0 imply fQ |M|" g C(/Q |V«ry"4. D
LEMMA 4.6. let a e IR ,^ R > 0 fee rea/, v > 1 fee an integer. Assume that
o = QR{a), Ai = {x e R": disf(x, 6«(a)) < (»>)/v}, i = 1 , . . . , v. T/ten f/jere e i^sf
l i l i 6A( . (4.17)| g , i 6
The proof of Lemma 4.6 is elementary.
LEMMA 4.7. Let b,q>l, r>q, N>0 an integer, 0 < l/(ai(q)) = l/(30N(q - 1))
{(q - l/(5q)y and g, h: Q={xz UN, \x,\ S 3, i = 1 , . . . , N}^ [0, «) be two func-
tions such that g e Lq{Q) and h e Lr{Q). Suppose that for every x0 e Q, every
0<R<kdist(x0, dQ)
JQR(X0)
Then:
\ g< ^ C(t, q){Z)N"\2k)Nt"' \\g || 'q\ \ g" + f / . ' I for every t e [ q , q + e),
(4.18)
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where
(4-19)
_! = {A: e R", | =i 1, i = 1 , . . . , TV}, (4.20)
Ck = \xe UN, ^  < dwr(x, dQ) =i - M £>* = U Ck k = - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . (4.21)
(4.22), ? ^ ).
aq - (a - \)t - 1 a<y — (a — l)f — 1J
Proof. The proof of the above lemma has been given in [7] by Giaquinta and
Modica. It is based on Gehring's lemma. •
As an illustration, we give the following lemma in the case N = M. For the
general case (TV, M>\) see [10].
LEMMA 4.8. Let p e [a, )3] <= (1, oo), C S 1 , TV ^ 2 , O ^ T J S I / : RNXN ^ U be a
Borel measurable function, Q ={x e UN, \xt\ ^ 3 , / = 1 , . . . , TV}, u e
f
 6 R"x", (4.23)
, M) ^ F(A, V) + rj f |VM - Vw|, (4.24)
for every A<&Q an open set and every v e u + WQ'P(A)N with F(A, v) = fA /(Vv).
Then
\Vu\»^b\U \VuYl)'"L + & h"'A + 7—^i \Vu\p, (4.25)
for every x0 e Q, every 0<R<^dist(xo, dQ) and every v > l integer,
where fj. = max{l, (Np)/(Np +1)}, h = (3+\\Vu\\2Tlp, b = {2p+1D(p)(v + If + 1} X
{2p~l + NC + l} and D(p) is defined {see Lemma 4.4) by
/n|w| / '^£>(/?XJGlV Mir) / ' / ' i for every u &WX'P(Q) such that JQu=0. Further,
there exist two constants m3, E>0 depending only on a, fl, C such that:
I |VH|* S E(3)N"p(2k)N"" || VM II* [ f |V«|" + f (3 + | V u | H , (4.26)
Dk L-'G JQ J
for every k = -1,0,1,... and every s e [p, p + m3].
Proof. The proof of (4.25) has been given in [10] by Marcellini and Sbordone.
It is easy to reproduce their proof assuming that / satisfies (4.23), / depends only
on VM a n d / i s Borel measurable. We now prove (4.26). Using (4.25), we get:
\Vu\p, (4.27)
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for every x0 e Q, every 0 < R < \dist(x0, dQ) and every v > 1 integer. Let
A = sup {flxfe), ge(l, |8]}, v>2f>+2CA1. (4.28)
We obtain
6< , 0<a(q, b, 6)^4Alb. (4.29)
2.Ay
Assuming that
= - f = -
f l ' IX
— 1 2
= sup ( I, p <E[a, ft], s e[p, p + m3]\
J
and using Lemma 4.7, we find (4.26). •
Remark 4.9. One can see that
s^p2 for every s e[p,p + m3) (4.30)
and, by Holder's inequality, (4.26) implies:
f
JD
«*r ^ E2? \Q\ (3.2k)Nslp ||VM II* [1 + 3^ + 2 ||V« ||£][1 + ||V« ||f]. (4.31)
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To illustrate, we give the proof in the case N = M. Fix
Part 1. The Proof of (4.3) is elementary.
Part 2. We prove (4.4). We decompose the proof into six steps.
Step 1. Let
V = Wh-l(Q)N,
\o\l fp{€ + V(f>) if ^ > e W « " ^ A ' '
U (432)
Here, we show that there exists a sequence (<££)« e ^ s u c n t n a t :
U + V<f>X13] and lim FP(<K) = QfP(i) (4.33)f
JD
for every 5 e [p, p + m3] and every /c = - 1 , 0, 1 , . . . , where Dk, m3 are defined in
Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.8 and J is a constant depending only on Q, /3. Observe that
fp is lower semicontinuous ^Fp is lower semicontinuous. (4.34)
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By (4.3) and (4.34) we deduce that there exists a sequence
eV with F ^ S i n f l W ) , <t>eV} + ^ =Qfp({) + K (4.35)
Using the variational principle of Ekeland (see [5]), we obtain a sequence
( « . E V such that Fp(<t>pn)^Fp(rn) with f |V^ - V ^ | ^ 1 (4.36)
and
- [ |V0 - V0^| for every * E K (4.37)
n JQ
Further, for every A an open set, A<sQ and every <f>&4>pn + WQP(A)N, we obtain
FP(A, 4>"n) ?k FP(A, cj>) + - f |V</> - V # | , (4.38)
where
Fp(^,</,) = - L f /P(£ + V</,) if <j>sW^(A)N. (4.39)
IWrl -M
In the next four steps, we suppose that q e (a, /3) is a fixed number.
Step 2. Let n be a fixed integer. We show that for every sequence S <= [a, q]
there exists a subset 5 <= S, a subsequence ((^)res and a (/>„ e WQ q{Q)N such that:
( / > ^ ^ ^ U ^ n W l p ( e r for every />eS. (4.40)
By (4.2), (4.35) and (4.36), for every p eS such that p is near q, we find that:
1 + (1 + mq+y) (4-41)
To
We choose with respect t o p a subsequence in the following way. First, we fix
pl^S. Using Holder's inequality in (4.41), we deduce that there there exists a
sequence/?! <p\<p\<,..., in 5 such that
Then assume that p\=p\, p\=p\- Using Holder's inequality again in (4.41), we
deduce that there exists p\<p\<p\<,..., in S such that
2_
 a n ( ] [PJ = lPni (443)
/—>OD I—*0O
Now suppose that we have found the numbers p\<p\<.. .<pt and an
increasing subsequence (pf),e^ such that
Assume that Pi+l =Pi,... ,Pk+i=Pk+i- Using Holder's inequality again in
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(4.41), we can obtain an increasing subsequence (pf+1)i^k+2 from (pf)imk+2 such
that
rrj^Uipjt\wiAt\(Qr a n d tf = iptn
Assume that <f>n = /£*:l and S = {pkk, k e Py}. Using (4.41), it is easy to deduce that
^ and
<t>rn
 w
^
k
'
y
 > 4>nWlp(Q)N for every peS. (4.44)
3. We show that
lim inf Q / ^ ) ^ G / , « ) , (4-45)
where lim inf Qfp(£) is defined by lim inf Qfp(O- To show (4.45), we suppose that
p-*q- p^>q,p<<i
Kmini Qfp{£)<Qfq(O (4-46)
and we get a contradiction. Now (4.46) implies that there exists a sequence
(p,), <= [a, <?] such that VanQfPl(i-)< Qfq(g). Let m3 and Dk be defined as in
Lemma 4.7 and assume that y = min j y0, —- \. By (4.35) and (4.36), we get
I 8 J
G&,(f) = j^ jJo£,(£+ W ) + "- Assuming that \p-q\<m3 (m3 is defined in
Lemma 4.8) and using (4.2) and (4.33), we deduce that for every k = -1,0,1,...
QUO = ^ \ M€ + v ^« )~l~{^ \ w ( P i ~ q ) m k' y' &
and limQ£((f)^liminfl/|GlJDt/,(f + V4#)-l/n. Using the fact that Qfq is
(—•00 1—>00
quasiconvex (see [4]), we obtain
, f G/,« + V^«)- - . (4.47)lim QfPi(i
Recalling that 4>neWl-q(Q)N and that (4.47) is true for every
k = - 1 , 0, 1 , . . . , we conclude that
lim QfPl(O g Qfq(O- (4-48)
Therefore (4.46) leads to a contradiction. This implies that (4.46) is false and so
(4.45) is proved.
Step 4. We show that
lim inf Qfp(O^ QUO- (4-49)
By (4.35) and (4.36), we get Qfq(O^ QUO ~ (1/IQI Je <) ~ (l/«), where
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u"n = \fq(i + ^4>qn)-fP(^ + V<t>"n)\- Using a subsequence of (upn) with respect to p ,
we obtain that
Thus for every neN, Qfq(Ogliminf Qfp(g) - (l/«). This leads to (4.49).
5re/7 5. We show that
(4-50)
where lim inf Qfp(£) is defined by lim inf Qfp(g). By (4.35) and (4.36) we find
p^q + p-*q,p>q
that e/P(£)i=l/iei/G/P(£ + V # O - ( l / n ) and (*£)„ is bounded in Wl"{Q)N.
Using a subsequence of (<££)p with respect to p, we deduce that
We proceed as in Steps 3 and 4 to conclude that lim inf Qfp(^)^ Qfq(£), which
proves (4.50). "~**+
Step 6. It is very easy to prove that
limsuVQfp(t)^Qfq(O (4.51)
p^-q
In conclusion, (4.45), (4.49), (4.50) and (4.51) imply that:
Step 6. It is very easy to prove that
lim sup Q^(0 ^(3/ ,«) (4-51)
In conclusion, (4.45), (4.49), (4.50) and (4.51) imply that:
lim
and Theorem 4.1 is completely proved. •
We now use Theorem 4.1 to find some quasiconvex functions f:UNXN^>M which
are not polyconvex. We study such functions below.
EXAMPLE 4.10. Let C, F > 0, )3 > 2, fp{£) = |£|" + ahp(det(£)), f e R2X2,
/? e [a, )3] <= (1, oo) and a § 0 such that /ip(;c) behaves as |*|p/2. This means that:
hp: R-» R is lower semicontinuous; (4.52)
/VOODOO f o r P<(1 a n d W ^ l ; (4-53)
x r / 2 g ^ p ( x ) ^ C ( l + |^r/2) for every x e R and every p e [a, /3]; (4.54)
h2 is convex and ^2(1) > /i2(0); (4.55)
I V ^ ) - ^ W I ^ - I P - 9 I ( 1 + I^I(<?/2)+7) for every p<q^[a,p] (4.56)
2
and every y e [0, | ] . Then for every a > — there exists a p o e (1, 2)
"2(1) ~ "2(0)
such that
Qfp>Pfp for Po<p<2.
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Proof. (We note that hp(x) = \x\p/2 satisfies the hypotheses above.) First, h2
2
convex and a i? 0 imply that f2 is polyconvex; a > ——— —— implies that f2 ish2{\) - «2(0)
not convex. Using (4.53) and (4.56), we find that:
lim sup CfpSCf2. (4.57)
p-*2
By Theorem 4.1 and (4.56) we find that
lim inf Qfp = Qf2 > Cf2 ^ lim sup Cfp = lim sup Pfp.
p^2 p^2 p^2
Knowing that Pf2=f2 and Pfp = Cfp for every p e (1, 2), we conclude that there
exists a p0 e (1, 2) such that
Qfp > Pfp for pe(po,2). •
EXAMPLE 4.11. A particular case of this example has been studied in [8] by
Kohn. Let ?V > 1 be an integer, j8 > 2, F, y0, d > 0, M § 1, / the identity matrix of
I\»,\t-in+hp(\det(t)\-l), tsU"x", (A, = 0 in [8]),
with hp(x) behaving as \x\plN. This means that:
hp. U—> U is lower semicontinuous; (4.58)
hp(0) = 0, sup {\hp(x)\; \x\ tsM}<M}<F for every p e [a, j8]; (4.59)
hp(x)^hq(x) for p<q and |JC|SM; (4.60)
0^hp(x)^d(l + \x\plN) for every x e U and every p e [a, j8]; (4.61)
\hp(x)-hq(x)\^-\p-q\(l + \x\l'"N)+r) for every p < ^ e [ a , j3] (4.62)
y
and every y e (0, y0]. Then there exists a p o e (1, 2) such that
Qfp>Pfp and pe( / )o ,2)
Proof. (We first note that /ZP(JC) = \x\plN satisfies the hypotheses above.) We
find that PF2(f) = 0^>^ = /, - / a n d C/2(f/) = 0 for every t e [0, 1]. Therefore
Pf2>Cf2. (4.63)
Assuming that gp(i;) =fp(t;) + Nprz, we find that g satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 4.1. Thus lim inf Qf'„ = Qf2. (4.59), (4.61) and (4.60) imply that
p^2
lim sup Cfp ^ Cf2. We then conclude that:
p^2
lim inf Qfp = Qf2 g Pf2 > Cf2 ^  lim sup Cfp.
p^2 p^2
Therefore there exists a p0 e. (1, 2) such that
Qfp > 1% for every p e (p0, 2). •
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5. Continuity of Rfp with respect to p
We first start with the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 5.1. Let [a, /3]<= (1, °°), F, G,K,yo>0, CS1 and N,M>\ be two
integers. Let w. [0, °°) i-» [0, °°) with lim w(t) = w(0) = 0, sup {w(t), t e [0, /3]} ^  G
f-»0
and fp\ RN*M i-> R tower semicontinuous, p e [a, /3], suc/i
^ ) /or every p e [a, )8] and every ^ r M ; (5.1)
^ ( p - 9 ) ( l + l f r r ) M every y e (0, y0), (5.2)
every £ e RNXM, and every p, q e [a, )3] w/fn p>q',
for every |£| = K (5.3)
Then
lim Rfp(^) = Rfq(fj)> for every £ e R and every q e (a, /?). (5.4)
Before proving this theorem, let us begin with some remarks.
Remarks 5.2. (a) In general, we have liminf Rfp <Rfx. Indeed, if
fp(Z) = \t\P, £ 6 RNXW then 0 = lim inf Rfp < Rfx = / j .
(b) Theorem 5.1 is still true if we replace the condition (5.1) by
a + b |f|p ^ £(£) ^ C(l + \£j\p), where a e R and b >0 are two constants.
(c) We do not need to use (5.3) to prove that lim sup Rfp Si Rfq for q e [a, /3].
The most difficult part in this case is to prove that liminf Rfp ^Rfq. We were
unable to prove this inequality without assuming (5.3).
(d) If we keep only hypotheses (5.1) and (5.2), we can show that
lim Rkfp = Rkfq for every k e.N, and every q e [a, /?].
p-><?
Where Rof =/, Rk+lf(t) = M{tRkf(r,) - (1 - t)Rkf(ii), t e (0,1), v, /* E R^",
/•^^(TJ - )Lt) ^  1, £ = fr; + (1 - t)/j,}. One knows that lim Rkf = 7?/. (See [4,9].)
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let
+ |f|/> for | f | ^0 ,
t e Rfor |£| = 0,
Knowing that C£(f) = l + lfl* if If I ^ ( l / ( p - I))1'", we find that (/„)„ verifies
(5.1), (5.2) and (5.3). Hence Theorem 5.1 leads to lim Rfp = Rfq, for every q > 1.
To prove Theorem 5.1, let us now begin with the following lemma:
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LEMMA 5.4. Let N,M^1 be two integers, C,K>0 two real constants and
f: RNXM H-» R lower semicontinuous such that'.
;\p) for every ^ e R M ; (5.5)
for every |£|§K (5.6)
Then, for every f e RNxM, such that \g\^K, there exist t e [0,1], &, £2 e RNXA/
verifying
),m,\Z2\^K. (5.7)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.4 is left to the reader. •
We now prove Theorem 5.1.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let £ e UNXM and <? e [a, /?]. Using the same arguments
as in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we prove that lim sup Rfp(f;) = Rfq(O-
Let us now prove that liminf Rfp(t;)^Rfq{t;). Using (5.1), the result is obvious
p—q
if |£|^AT. If | £ |§# , by (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and Lemma 5.4, we get that, for every
ICEN, for every p e [a, /3], there exist A? e (0, 1), £f e RNXM, i = 1 , . . . , 2* such
that
2* 2*
I iiP\ <c Jf i 1 0 7?~f i £ i > \Pf (£P\ ikT\f\
We deduce from the previous relations that
Rfp(Z) a /?/,(f) - ^vw(p - q){\
and so
liminf/?/p(^)^
Hence Theorem 5.1 is proved. •
6. Examples of/ such that/(£) =g(|£|) anAPf^Qf
THEOREM 6.1. Let f: [R2x2i-»[R be a Borel measurable function, a, b, c, a >0,
d e R and <? e (1, 2) such that
^eR M , with equality for f ' = ^ ( 0
(6.1)
for every f e IR2X2; (6.2)
0 e (0,1) /or w^/c/i /(^*) ^ a |£*| +/(0) tv/f/i ^* = r0^'. (6.3)
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Then
6/(f*) > f/(f *)• (6.4)
Before proceeding to the proof, we make the following remarks.
Remarks 6.2. (a) By (6.1) the graph of/and one of Cf intersect. This plays an
important role in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
(b) Using Theorem 4.1, we can prove Theorem 6.1 only for q near 2. But here
we will conclude for every q e (1, 2). This theorem implies Qfp > Pfp for every
p e (1, 2) where
* ^ ~ t o if ifi = o, ^ e
Note that in [9] Kohn and Strang proved that Pf2 = Qf2.
LEMMA 6.2. Let N^l be an integer, Q.<= UN a bounded open set, /3, y > 0 and
r > 1. Let (vn)n <= Z/(Q) such that y ^  | |vn | |u \\vn\\r ^ /3 for all n e N. Then there
exist k, I > 0 such that \{x e Q: |u«(^)| ^  k}\ ^  / /or every n e N .
Proof. The proof of Lemma 6.3 is elementary. •
LEMMA 6.4. Let f: U2X2>-^U a Borel measurable function, a, b, c, a > 0 , d e 1R,
<7 =s l and Q. <= [R2 a bounded open set such that
/or every J e R M with equality for ^ ^ ( J J
(6.5)
6 |£|* + d ^ f(£) for every £ e R2x2. (6.6)
Then
{o) = a\tU+f(0) for every t e [0,1]. (6.7)
If for a fixed
where (<£„)„ c
5M? nore r«af
f e nrxz
fif(O =
/(f+^
l^+1
r/ie following
•*OWU(Q) i
« i f i + / (
e«, up to
74>n)-a\
*<l>n\ + I f I
does not
f / ( f )^
a subsequence,
-OWS-'(Q)2,
f + V^ B | - / (O)
- |2f + V«/»« -^
hold:
= a|f|+/(0)fl«
f/ie following hold:
0L\Q).
i f is continuous at f.
(6.8)
(6.9)
(6.10)
(6.11)
(6.12)
Proo/. We first establish (6.7). We find using (6.5) that: a |f | +/(0) ^ c/(f) for
every f E R2 X 2. Let f e R2x2 be such that f = ff0 with r e [0, 1]. We have
C/(f) ^ /f(fo) + (1 - 0/(0) = « If I +/(0) and we obtain (6.7).
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We now prove (6.9), (6.10). Let f e R2x2 be fixed and (<£„)„ <= ^ ' " ( Q ) 2 such
that «|f|+/(O) = G/(f)=lim-^-JQ/(f + V<fc,). Using (6.6), we find that
|L2|
Jo If + V<fc , r^ (J Q [ / ( f+ V<fc,)-d]) and that (</>„)„ is bounded in W1(?(Q)2.
Up to a subsequence, we can suppose that
£h (6-13)
This implies that
by (6.8). We therefore conclude that (6.10) is true. Using (6.8) we find
|n|(a |f l+/(0)) = Um/Q/(f + V ^ ) = Km Jo [« If + V«fc,|+/(0)]&Jn[a|f +
V</»| +/(0)]. This immediately gives V$ =15. Using (6.13), we now find (6.9).
We now establish (6.11): up to a subsequence we can suppose that
lim fa |2f + V<j>\ exists. (6.9) implies that
n—»°°
f |2f | ^ lim f |2f + V<H (6.14)
Note that / ( i j )^a |TJ| +/(0) for every TJ e R2X2 and using (6.10) we obtain:
l im { \£ + V<t>n = ( |f|. (6.15)
using (6.14) and (6.15) we find 0 ^ lim / n | |f + V«/.n| + |£| - |2f + V<t>n\ \ = lim
Jo If + V<W + |f | - |2f + V<^ )n| ^ 0. We therefore obtain (6.11).
We finally prove (6.12): assume that/is continuous at £ and / (£ )^a |f| +/(0).
Now we suppose that </>„—»0 strongly in VK'^Q) and show that this leads to a
contradiction. Using a subsequence we can find an x e Q such that lim V </>„(*) = 0
and lim/(f + V ^ ( * ) ) - a | f + V^B(jc)|-/(0) = 0. Thus / ( f ) - a | f | - / (0 ) = 0,
which"Ts°a contradiction to our hypotheses. Thus, <£„—»0Wu(Q) is false. This
completes the proof of Lemma 6.3. •
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The hypotheses on /imply that Pf = Cf. To conclude, it
suffices to show that Q/(f *) > C/(f *). Recall that by (6.7) C/(f *) = a |f *| +/(0).
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To obtain a contradiction, we suppose that Qf(£*) = a |f*| +/(0). Assuming that
«„ = 2( |^7 |+ |5,0S|)+ | ^ 0 ? - ^ 5 | , e 6 ( 0 , 9 - l ) and vn = uln+\
we get vn e Z/(£2), where d^ denotes d$Jdxx and r = <?/(l + e) > 1. Two cases
may occur:
Case 1. u « ^ 0 L\Q). It follows that A0 n ^O W~11/E(Q), which implies that
0 n ^ O W11+£(Q) and then 0 n ^ O W1'1^) (for more details see [13]). But by
Lemma 6.4 </>„—»() WU(Q) does not hold. We therefore have a contradiction.
Case 2. vn-*L1(£l) does not hold. Using a subsequence, we then find that
there exists a constant y > 0 such that, for every n e N, ||vn \\ x ^  y. Since (vn)« is
bounded in Z/(Q) and r > 1, by Lemma 6.3, there exist two constants k >0 and
/ > 0 such that |{AC e£2: U«(JC) ^ ^ } | ^ / for all n eN. We immediately conclude that
there exist B > 0, A: > 0 such that |{x e Q: un(x) m k and |V0n(jc)| > S}| S //2. We
now write:
^ n = {x e Q: «„(*) ^ A:,
K = {r? e R2X2: | i , | g fi, 2(|r,12| + |i,21|) + | i , n - r,22| § A:},
F(v) = I If + v\ + \ If I " 2 I2f + TJ| i? e R2X2.
^ is compact in R2x2, F is continuous in IR2X2 and we find
0</3=min{F(T7): -q BK} because F(rj)^0 implies that -q = (1?n ) ^ K But
\ 0 1722/
fn F(V<t>n)^ SAa F(V<l>n) = P \An\^-j- Furthermore, using (6.11) in Lemma 6.4,
we obtain 0 = lim Jn F(V(f>n), a contradiction. We therefore deduce that vn -> 0
L:(Q). Since the two cases do not apply, we conclude that
which is equivalent to
This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1. •
COROLLARY 6.5. Let p e (1, 2), t e (0, a), a = [l/(p - l)]1/p, f, = 4 ? I ^ " I and
V2 \0 \i
if i f i ^ a
i/ ifi = o, ^ e R •
Proof. It is easy to see that
1
 la If | if | f |<a ,
where a = p1/pp'1/p' and p' =p/(p — 1). Additionally the following relations hold:
(a) Rfp(g) = Qfp(O = Pfp(£) = C/P(f) =/( f ) for every |f | ^ «;
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(b) a |f | S/(f) with equality if and only if |f | = 0 or a;
These are the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1. Thus, Corollary 6.5 is proved. •
Remark 6.6. To construct a function / : [R2x2i-^[R satisfying the hypotheses of
Theorem 6.1, it suffices to construct a continuous function g: [0, °°[—> IR such that:
= 0, g(x) = l+x" if x^a ax<g(x)<\+xp if ie(0,a),
where
D f 1 l1 / p
Kp<2, a=pllpp'llp', p'=-^-r, and a= .
p-1 Ip-li
Assuming that/(£) = g(|£|), we find that
for every fc = ^ ( Q J , *e(0,a).
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